number of upgrades at Alumni Stadium, field turf and stadium lighting, which made the possibility of hosting a CFL venue that much more realistic.

**STA:** Can you explain what was required and the logistics involved in acquiring and integrating extra seating, washrooms, change rooms, parking, policing, etc.?  
**Ti-Cats:** The University of Guelph and the City of Guelph were both very helpful in navigating through all the necessary permitting involved in setting up such a large scale temporary stadium. We worked closely with Tower Events to design and construct the temporary seating at Alumni Stadium. William Scotsman proved a temporary box office and both temporary locker rooms. GFL Environmental Corp. and Chantler’s Environmental Services provided all necessary services for waste removal. We also worked closely with Electri-Tech Services Inc, WalterFedy, Regal Tents, Drexler Construction, Connors Construction, and Battlefield Equipment Rentals who all worked tirelessly to meet the tight deadlines to get the stadium up and running for our first pre-season game on June 20th.

**STA:** What is the seating capacity and how does it compare to Ivor Wynne Stadium?  
**Ti-Cats:** The seating capacity at Alumni Stadium was expanded to seat approximately 13,500 and provided a smaller, intimate venue with great sightlines for all fans. Some additional premium seating was added on a game by game basis on the track area surrounding the field of play. Comparatively speaking, the new Tim Hortons Field will have a seating capacity of approximately 24,000.

**STA:** How did the teams get from the change rooms to the field?  
**Ti-Cats:** Teams walked from the change rooms to the field. We created a pathway through the back of house area for field access for the players. A short portion of the walk was through the South Concourse along Alumni Walk. This was a favorite location for fans to watch both teams enter the field and they were able to take pictures, high five players, and get a random autograph.

**STA:** Would you change much of what you did in Guelph this year if the new Tim Hortons Field in Hamilton is not finished and you need a stadium for the 2014 season?  
**Ti-Cats:** Overall the transition to Guelph went smooth and not a lot of changes would be made. All reports from Infrastructure Ontario are that Tim Hortons Field will be constructed on time and ready for the 2014 season.

**STA:** How many volunteers were involved at home games? What were their responsibilities?  
**Ti-Cats:** We had few volunteers for home games but we utilized approximately 350 employees to run our game day operations. This included our regular game day staff, customer assistance team, security, parking services, and concession staff.

**STA:** Approximately how many fans have travelled from Hamilton to Guelph?  
**Ti-Cats:** I do not have exact numbers as this changed on a game by game basis. It would be safe to say that in general the stadium consisted of 70% Hamilton based fans and 30% Guelph and surrounding areas.

**STA:** Were you pleased with the number of Guelph fans who attended?  
**Ti-Cats:** We were pleased with the number of Guelph fans who attended and are looking forward to seeing our new fans from Guelph make the trip down Highway 6 to cheer on the Ti-Cats at Tim Hortons Field.

**STA:** Overall thoughts of the season with regards to playing at Alumni Stadium? The City of Guelph?  
**Ti-Cats:** Overall, our season in Guelph was as successful as we could have anticipated. We developed a strong working relationship with the staff at UofG and the intimate atmosphere in Guelph provided a definite home field advantage. The University and City of Guelph welcomed the entire Tiger-Cats organization and supported us throughout the year. Thank you to the City of Guelph and the University of Guelph for sharing in our 2013 season.
**B-MG-6 6’ Master Groomer**

- Better Grooming for your Synthetic Turf
- 3 Rows of special brushes work the Infill into the surface every time, all the time
- Calibrated screw jacks provide precision brush adjustment to surface
- 3 wheels allow short turning radius & makes the groomer easy to pull with either a gas or electric golf car
- No fear of snagging carpet seams
- Affordable
- Steel grooming attachment optional
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**Banneman Sports Turf Distributors**

41 Kellfield Street
Rexdale, Ontario M9W 5A3
1-800-325-4871 • www.sportsturfmagic.com
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**SAVE TIME AND MONEY**

Rittenhouse now carries quality Stens After Market Replacement Parts For your mowers, trimmers, and handheld power equipment.

**WAREHOUSE DIRECT**

One-stop shopping is just a click away at www.rittenhouse.ca
For all your landscaping equipment needs
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**Simplistic Lines Inc.**

Direct equipment manufacturer and on field experience since 1999

**ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY BULK PAINT SERVICE**

Patent Pending Cut and Line Painting System

An authorized Canadian distributor for PEVO products.
Outsmart Mother Nature... Year Round!

EVERGREEN™ TURF COVERS

With 30 years of field proven experience and the longest warranties, EVERGREEN™ from COVERMASTER is the smart choice

SMART EDGE TECHNOLOGY™
• Hems and grommets are not required
• Unlike Polypro fabrics, EVERGREEN™ will not unravel
• Can be cut to custom sizes and shapes on site
• Anchor pins can be placed anywhere on the cover

UNIQUE DESIGN CREATES A TRULY 4-SEASON TURF COVER
• Winter blanket • Early spring green-up • Summer overseeding & repair • Frost protection • Extend your growing season

BE SURE TO ASK FOR EVERGREEN™, THE ONE WITH COLOR
• Provides additional light spectrum benefits for the turf
• Choose color based on your climate

Can be cut or shaped without fraying thanks to Smart Edge Technology™

The with and without look of natural turf using the EVERGREEN™ cover

COVERMASTER™ AHEAD OF THE GAME

Call Toll Free: 1-800-387-5808
Int’l: +1-416-745-1811 • FAX: 416-742-6837
E-mail: info@covermaster.com
www.covermaster.com
© 2013 Covermaster Inc.
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Scott Bowman, Turf Specialist
P 519.338.3840
sbowman@speareseeds.ca

Turf Genies® Self Repairing PR Mixture
- Regenerating Perennial Ryegrass
- Aggressive winter growth
- Excellent wear tolerance

Turf Genies® Self Repairing TF Mixture
- Rheumatostis Tall Fescue
- Superior deep root system
- Advanced technology

Jump Start® Kentucky Bluegrass
- 5 to 7 day germination
- Compact Kentucky Bluegrass
- High traffic tolerance

Yellow Jacket® Seed Coating
- Higher germination
- Holds 500 times its weight in water
- Helps seed thrive while conserving water

www.speareseeds.ca